
Say hello to our new CK Concept brand! Brands have been rolling out and more are expected, among FM’s 
Secondary school operations. This concept offers a range of brand new products, including the sub brands 
falling under this new secondary brand under FM. Under the range are our sub brands for each service 
counter; CK Dogs, CK Pots, and many more coming soon. This brand brings fun not only with the brand 
itself, and the bright and colourful marketing but also with the exciting new food products available! 

Introducing our CK Concept brand!
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Autumn is on its way,
see what’s new!

NEW!



One of FM’s SDMs, Samantha 
Davey, held some fun artistic 
fruit competitions among her 
school operations. The brief? 
‘Sam wants a zoo’ and a 
‘Showstopper’ with ingredients 
they had in the units, needless 
to say the entries were 
brilliant! 

The winners were St Francis 
Catholic with the Peacock and 
Swan for the ‘Showstopper’ 
and Bowling Park with their 
monkey design for ‘Sam wants 
a zoo’. A big thank you to all 
the staff that took part! Here 
are some of the best picks - 
which are your favourites?

FM’s teams have carried out some great theme days 
across the district with our theme kits! These images are 
from St Francis Catholic. 

Thank you – or grazie - to the staff for sending these 
photos! 

If you wish to send us your theme day photos, please 
send them to:

Theme Day Pick!

fmtheme.events@bradford.gov.uk

Following the launch of our CK Dogs and CK Pots sub 
brands, we have also hosted some CK Taster Sessions 
in various secondary schools with our CK Tacos and CK 
Spuds ranges! A selection of brand new product including 
loaded spuds and tasty tacos - absolutely spec-taco-lar!

CK Taster Sessions

St Francis Catholic - 
Peacock & Swan

Bowling Park - 
Monkey

Tree Planting at OLV, Keighley

In April 2023, a tree planting session took 
place at OLV, Keighley, just one of the 
many schools involved in the programme, 
Trees for Schools. The campaign is run 
by Trees for Cities, who aims to plant a 
tree for every primary aged school child in 
the district over the next 2 years. That’s 
55,000 new trees planted! This is an 
important initiative when it comes to 
creating a healthier city for children 
growing up in an urban environment. Let’s 
create a better and cleaner future for the 
younger generation!

Artistic Fruit Competitions

Heaton St Barnabas - 
Pineapple Hedgehog

WINNER

Crossley Hall - 
Bear & Turtle

St Stephens - 
Tom & Jerry

WINNER

Heaton St Barnabas - 
Fish
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